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A postmodern visionary and one of the leading voices in twenty-first-century fiction, David Mitchell combines flat-

out adventure, a Nabokovian love of puzzles, a keen eye for character, and a taste for mind-bending, philosophical

and scientific speculation in the tradition of Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and Philip K. Dick. The result is

brilliantly original fiction as profound as it is playful. In this groundbreaking novel, an influential favorite among a

new generation of writers, Mitchell explores with daring artistry fundamental questions of reality and identity.

Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with Adam Ewing, an American notary voyaging from the Chatham Isles to his home in

California. Along the way, Ewing is befriended by a physician, Dr. Goose, who begins to treat him for a rare species of

brain parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action jumps to Belgium in 1931, where Robert Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual

composer, contrives his way into the household of an infirm maestro who has a beguiling wife and a nubile daughter.

. . . From there we jump to the West Coast in the 1970s and a troubled reporter named Luisa Rey, who stumbles upon

a web of corporate greed and murder that threatens to claim her life. . . . And onward, with dazzling virtuosity, to an

inglorious present-day England; to a Korean superstate of the near future where neocapitalism has run amok; and,

finally, to a postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the last days of history.

But the story doesn’t end even there. The narrative then boomerangs back through centuries and space, returning by

the same route, in reverse, to its starting point. Along the way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate characters connect,
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how their fates intertwine, and how their souls drift across time like clouds across the sky.

As wild as a videogame, as mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas is an unforgettable tour de force that, like its

incomparable author, has transcended its cult classic status to become a worldwide phenomenon.

Praise for Praise for Cloud AtlasCloud Atlas
 

“[David] Mitchell is, clearly, a genius. He writes as though at the helm of some perpetual dream machine, can

evidently do anything, and his ambition is written in magma across this novel’s every page.”——The New York TimesThe New York Times
Book ReviewBook Review
 

“One of those how-the-holy-hell-did-he-do-it? modern classics that no doubt is—and should be—read by any student

of contemporary literature.”—Dave Eggers—Dave Eggers

 

“Wildly entertaining . . . a head rush, both action-packed and chillingly ruminative.”——PeoplePeople
 

“The novel as series of nested dolls or Chinese boxes, a puzzle-book, and yet—not just dazzling, amusing, or clever but

heartbreaking and passionate, too. I’ve never read anything quite like it, and I’m grateful to have lived, for a while, in

all its many worlds.”—Michael Chabon—Michael Chabon

 

“Cloud Atlas ought to make [Mitchell] famous on both sides of the Atlantic as a writer whose fearlessness is matched

by his talent.”——The Washington Post Book WorldThe Washington Post Book World
 

“Thrilling . . . One of the biggest joys in Cloud Atlas is watching Mitchell sashay from genre to genre without a hitch

in his dance step.”——Boston Sunday GlobeBoston Sunday Globe
 

“Grand and elaborate . . . [Mitchell] creates a world and language at once foreign and strange, yet strikingly familiar

and intimate.”——Los Angeles TimesLos Angeles Times

From the Trade Paperback edition.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

In his gorgeous debut novel, The Cloud Atlas, Liam Callanan merges fact and fantasy in a dual narrative set in Alaska

amidst the waning days of World War II. In a hospice care facility Louis Belk is an aged priest providing religious

comfort and confession to a dying friend, a Yup'ik shaman named Ronnie. But, as Ronnie reaches the final stages of

life, Belk begins a confession of his own.

The narrative turns back to young Belk's career as a bomb disposal specialist during the war. When Belk witnesses a

bizarre balloon explosive kill several soldiers at Fort Cronkhite outside of San Francisco, he is summarily shipped to

Alaska to join a top secret military unit dedicated to uncovering the mystery of what turn out to be Japanese balloon

bombs (Callanan based this story on an actual Japanese program that was largely covered up by the US government

during the war). Belk's commanding officer, Captain Gurley--a cross between Conrad's Colonel Kurz and Melville's

Ahab--is a disgraced former OSS man with a Princeton pedigree and an artificial leg. The leg is a permanent

reminder of his failure to defuse his first balloon bomb, and it fuels an obsession to discover and collect all such

bombs in the future. In possession of a captured leather-bound atlas filled with maps and neat Japanese script,

Gurley is also convinced that the Japanese are about to launch far more deadly cargo on the balloons, perhaps spies or
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plague virus. Meanwhile, Belk and Gurley become embroiled in an explosive love triangle with the local fortune

teller, Lily, a woman with an uncanny ability to read people's lives but unable to understand her own destructive

passions or escape her demons.

In unfolding this complicated story, Callan manages to keep the development of Belk, Lily, and Gurney in an almost

perfect balance with the telling of a well-paced and compelling war-time narrative. Callanan enriches the novel with

details of 1940s bomb disposal procedures and provides a thorough anatomy of Japanese balloon bombs. He also

establishes Alaska--a place seemingly caught between American and Yup'ik culture--as a space for American magical

realism, where spirit animals and Catholic mysticism can cohabitate. As a first effort, The Cloud Atlas is all silver

lining. --Patrick O'Kelley
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